Job Requirements Template
Name your Project
Project Compass

Basic Overview
1. What is your challenge that needs to be solved by professionals?
a. We require the development of a mobile application that will collect data from
various public sources and present them in an easy to use interface where users can
input requirements / desires and be presented with a list (or map) of ideal options
2. Any particular timeline?
a. Target for initial prototype between 2-3 months.
3. What are the business goals behind your idea?
a. Creating an international community around app users and businesses
recommending the use of the app for their users, which will in turn lead to
sponsorship and membership revenue.

Project Description
1. What’s the freelancer’s role in the project?
a. The development of an iOS and Android mobile application that will collect data
from various public sources and present them in an easy to use interface where
users can input requirements / desires and be presented with a list (or map) of ideal
options
2. Any Particular qualifications you are looking for?
a. iOS and Android Development experience in other projects
b. API Management experience in other projects
c. UI Design experience in other projects
3. How should the finished product look? Ultimate goal?
a. The application should be simple, easy to use and intuitive. There are a number of
design options we can discuss, including the presentation of a map within the user’s
location radius as well as a list of relevant results based on the user’s search and
preferences

Skills Required
1. Any specific skills required in the project?
a. iOS and Android app development experience is a must
b. Expertise in utilizing and collating different APIs from various sources to integrate
within the Application
c. Perfectionism and organizational skills as well as ability to work towards a deadline
are considered valuable characteristics
2. Any existing mock-up / sketch?

a. Flow charts are available on request

Dealing with Freelancer
1. Deadline?
a. We have a target to have the first prototype of the application within 2-3 months
from start date.
2. Maximum budget allocated to this project?
a. Negotiable
3. Deposit Amount required?
a. Negotiable
4. Any particular payment method?
a. Fixed Price
5. Previous experience in similar project?
a. Yes, experience in iOS and Android Applications is a must
6. References?
a. If references of previous projects are made available this is considered preferential
7. Any specific questions to the freelancer?
a. No
8. Prepare all the material that could help the freelancer understand better your requirements.
a. Available on request

